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Double-handed circular Bragg phenomena in polygonal helix thin films
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Oblique-incidence physical vapor deposition has been used to create optical thin films with a
polygonal helix-shaped nanostructure. A series of titanium dioxide thin films are investigated,
including triangle, square, pentagon, and star-shaped polygonal helices. Experimental optical
measurements reveal a double-handed circular Bragg response: at one frequency band a polygonal
helix reflects left-handed circularly polarized light, and at a second frequency band reflects
right-handed circularly polarized light. The relative wavelength dependence of each reflection band
is determined by the physical structure of the polygonal helix, a property that is set during the
thin-film deposition process. Spectral-hole polarization filters, produced by adding twist and spacing
layer defects to polygonal helix thin films, are also reported. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2115092�
I. INTRODUCTION

Many materials, both self-assembling and artificially
constructed, are being studied for their photonic properties at
optical frequencies. When a dielectric material has an or-
dered physical structure with a spatial periodicity that is
comparable to optical wavelengths, it will act as a photonic
band-gap crystal.1,2 Wavelengths of light that fall within the
band gap cannot propagate through the photonic crystal; in-
stead the light is reflected. Often the most technically diffi-
cult types of photonic crystals to fabricate are three-
dimensional �3D� photonic crystals, especially when
intentional defects such as waveguides and cavities are
required.3,4 Fabrication is simplified when the photonic crys-
tal has structural ordering in fewer spatial dimensions. In
particular, there are materials that act as one-dimensional
�1D� photonic crystals for circularly polarized light and ex-
hibit a pseudo-band-gap at optical wavelengths. Within the
band gap, these chiral filters reflect circularly polarized light
of one handedness while allowing circularly polarized light
of the opposite handedness to freely propagate.

Both organic and inorganic chiral filters are being stud-
ied for reflective displays,5,6 laser mirrors,7 and sensors.8 Or-
ganic chiral filters include cholesteric liquid crystals �CLCs�,
which consist of rodlike molecules that arrange themselves
into a helical structure.9 CLCs can be divided into parallel
nematic sheets that are perpendicular to the helical axis.
Within each sheet a local director indicates the preferred av-
erage orientation of the rodlike molecules. From sheet to
sheet, the director twists slightly to trace out either a left-
handed or a right-handed helical structure. Circularly polar-
ized light of the same handedness is reflected by the CLCs in
a band of wavelengths that is proportional to the helical
pitch.

Inorganic chiral filters can be formed by modern thin-
film deposition techniques, including glancing angle
deposition10,11 �GLAD� and serial bideposition �SBD�.12
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Both techniques utilize physical vapor deposition �PVD� at
highly oblique vapor incidence angles to create columnar
thin films. By adding substrate rotation, the columnar mor-
phology can be shaped into helical structures that exhibit the
same circular Bragg effects that are witnessed in CLCs. The
advantage of using PVD is the ability to easily modify the
helical structure and composition of a chiral filter, modifica-
tions that are very difficult or impossible to accomplish in
CLCs.

In this study, we examine how GLAD can be used to
fabricate polygonal helices. In traditional chiral filters, circu-
lar Bragg reflections are caused by a continuous and gradual
rotation of a local linear birefringence throughout the thick-
ness of the filter. A polygonal helix, on the other hand, is
formed by discrete layers where the local birefringence
makes abrupt rotations between layers and remains fixed
within each layer. These abrupt rotations can create a double-
handed optical response. At one frequency band, a polygonal
helix will reflect left-handed circularly polarized light �LCP�
and at a second frequency band reflects right-handed circu-
larly polarized light �RCP�. The relative position of each
reflection band is related to the rotation angle between sub-
sequent layers of the polygonal helix �i.e., the number of
sides of the polygonal helix�. We report here on the experi-
mental fabrication and characterization of triangle, square,
star, and pentagon-type polygonal helices.

Serial bideposition has been used to study ambichiral
structures, which are very similar to polygonal helices. SBD
uses rapid 180° substrate rotations to produce biaxial plates
where the principal indices of refraction are parallel and per-
pendicular to the substrate. If the orientation of the biaxial
plates is rotated about the substrate normal in discrete inter-
vals, an ambichiral filter can be formed. Simulations have
been used to study the optical properties of ambichiral films
and experimental measurements have been made for the case
where the biaxial plates are rotated in 45° increments.13,14

The advantage of using SBD is that it enhances the local
linear birefringence in the plane of the substrate, which in

turn strengthens circular Bragg reflectance. However, the
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deposition rate must be kept relatively low �0.15 nm/s� to
limit film deposition during substrate rotation �which will
tend to reduce the local birefringence�. Additionally, the bi-
refringence of SBD films is strongly dependent on the arm
thickness that is deposited between 180° substrate
rotations.12 This makes it more difficult to reproduce films
that are formed by SBD because the optical anisotropies are
sensitive to the large deposition rate fluctuations that can
occur during PVD processing. GLAD can be used to deposit
reproducible chiral filters at much higher deposition rates.
The circular Bragg effects in GLAD films are also enhanced
by the structural handedness of the helix, an effect that will
be discussed in Sec. V. In this study, we use polygonal heli-
ces to confirm the basic optical phenomena observed in am-
bichiral films, and present results on the incorporation of
defect modes in polygonal helices.

Adding an intentional imperfection to the periodic struc-
ture of a photonic crystal can create a defect mode within the
larger band gap of the crystal. In a chiral filter the simplest
way to introduce a defect mode is to incorporate a phase
discontinuity to the circular Bragg grating by adding either
an isotropic spacing layer or a twist defect to the helical
structure. The defect mode appears as a narrow bandpass, or
spectral hole, within the larger circular reflection band of the
chiral filter.15,16 Defect modes are very useful for a number
of devices, including humidity sensors,8 low threshold
lasers,17,18 and microwaveguides.19 Twist defects have been
successfully added to CLCs by careful alignment of two
highly polymerized films.20,21 However, variations in the he-
lical pitch, layer adhesion, and alignment angle can cause the
defect mode to become averaged out over sufficiently large
areas.20 PVD fabrication of inorganic chiral filters permits
the incorporation of defects with relative ease. We report on
the use of both twist defects and spacing layer defects in
polygonal helix thin films.

II. THEORY

Physical vapor deposition will produce thin films with a
columnar microstructure for substrate temperatures that are
low relative to the vapor melting point. If the substrate is
then tilted at an oblique angle to the impinging vapor mol-
ecules, topographical variations due to adatom clustering and
nucleation will shadow regions of the substrate. Nucleation
sites will evolve into columns that tilt towards the incoming
vapor stream, which creates self-shadowing growth. Because
there is no shadowing perpendicular to the deposition plane,
columns can fan out laterally and chain together, creating a
second structural anisotropy.22 Fanning of columns creates
linear form birefringence in the plane of the substrate and is
responsible for the film’s biaxial properties.

GLAD combines highly oblique deposition with
computer-controlled substrate motion to shape the inclined
columns into more complex film architectures. For instance,
abrupt 180° turns of the substrate will generate a zigzag film
structure, while rapid substrate rotation will result in a
GLAD film composed of vertical posts. A regular helix is
deposited by slow, continuous substrate rotation. The pitch of

the helix is determined by the rotation speed, relative to the
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deposition rate, and the helical handedness is set by the di-
rection of substrate rotation. All of the films used in this
study were deposited with a right-handed helical structure by
making clockwise rotations of the substrate as seen looking
towards the sample from the perspective of the evaporation
source. The pitch of each helix was chosen to place the cir-
cular reflection bands within the visible to near-infrared
wavelength regime.

A schematic of the GLAD setup is shown in Fig. 1.23

The � motor controls the deposition angle and the � motor
controls the azimuthal angle of the substrate. Using this
deposition setup, the user can control the film’s nanostruc-
ture, porosity, and chemical composition. GLAD has been
successfully applied to semiconductors, dielectrics, and met-
als using thermal and electron-beam evaporation, long-throw
low-pressure sputtering,24 and pulsed laser deposition.25

The versatility of the GLAD process has lead to its applica-
tion in a variety of fields including field emitters,26

supercapacitors,27 carbon electrodes,28 antireflection
coatings,29 thermal barrier coatings,30 and solar cells,31 to
name a few.

In contrast to the continuous substrate rotation used to
fabricate a regular helix, a polygonal helix is formed by
abrupt 2� /m rotations each time the film thickness has in-
creased by p /m, where p is the pitch of the helix and m is the
number of sides of polygonal helix. For example, m=3 for a
triangle helix and m=4 for a square helix �note, however,
that m need not be a whole number�. Figure 2 is an illustra-
tion that compares the basic structure of a regular or circular
helix to a polygonal helix. At highly oblique deposition
angles ���70° � the substrate rotations used to produce a
polygonal helix must be slowed down to prevent significant
broadening between arms of the helix. However, all of the
films used in this study were deposited at �=65°, resulting in
denser films and eliminating the need to apply the slow cor-
ner growth technique.32

The chosen deposition angle of 65° also produces the
strongest circular Bragg reflections.33 If the deposition angle

FIG. 1. Schematic of the GLAD apparatus.
is reduced the film’s optical anisotropies will diminish and
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become completely isotropic as � tends to zero. Conversely,
if the deposition angle is increased, substrate shadowing is
enhanced and the film becomes much more porous. Accord-
ing to effective-medium theory, a medium that is composed
of a mixture of materials exhibits an effective refractive in-
dex that depends on the relative amounts of the constituents
and the size of the inclusions.34 A GLAD film is essentially a
mixture of solid film material and air-filled pores; as the
pores grow in number and size, the effective index of the
film decreases, resulting in a lower form birefringence de-
spite the enhanced structural anisotropies.35 Diffuse scatter-
ing is also increased at highly oblique deposition angles due
to the proliferation of air/film interfaces, which causes the
filter to have a hazy appearance. Furthermore, at ��70° the
helical film morphology transforms from close-packed col-
umns into individual helical structures. The growth of these
isolated helical columns is inherently unstable. Topographi-
cal variations cause certain helical columns to become ex-
tinct while others broaden to maintain a constant film den-
sity, which is fixed by the deposition angle. When helical
columns broaden they lose definition and no longer
strengthen the film’s circular Bragg reflectance beyond a
critical thickness.36

Aside from higher-order harmonics, a regular helical
thin film contains a single circular reflection band centered at
the Bragg wavelength

�o
Br = navgp , �1�

where navg is the average refractive index. The film will re-
flect RCP light when the helix structure is right-handed and
LCP light when the helix structure is left-handed. A polygo-
nal helix, on the other hand, contains two reflection bands, a
primary circular reflection band at �o

Br and an inverted re-

FIG. 2. �a� A circular helix, �b� a triangle helix, and �c� the top-view of a
single-turn triangle helix. �d� A triangle helix can be described as a stack of
biaxial plates that rotate by 120° increments in the clockwise direction as
seen by RCP light and by 60° increments in the counterclockwise direction
as seen by LCP light.
flection band centered at
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�o
inv = 2�m − 2�−1navgp = ��� − ��−1navgp , �2�

where � is the angular rotation of the substrate between each
arm of the polygonal helix �in radians�. At �o

inv, a polygonal
helix will reflect circularly polarized light of the opposite
handedness; a right-handed polygonal helix will reflect LCP
light and a left-handed helix will reflect RCP light. To help
understand this effect, Fig. 2�d� depicts a polygonal helix as
a stack of birefringent plates. For a structurally right-handed
polygonal helix, the birefringent plates rotate by � in the
clockwise direction as “seen” by RCP light. LCP light also
sees a rotation of the birefringent plates, but in the counter-
clockwise direction where each plate is rotated by ��−��.
The different rotation rates are responsible for the formation
of two distinct reflection bands. For CLCs and circular helix
films m is very large, placing the inverted reflection band at
an arbitrarily high frequency, meaning that only the primary
reflection band is measurable.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION

All of the films used in this study were deposited by
electron-beam evaporation onto unheated silicon wafers and
glass substrates �Corning 7059�. The evaporation source was
rutile titanium dioxide �Cerac Inc., 99.9% pure�, which was
deposited in an O2�g� background pressure of 7�10−3 Pa, as
measured by a calibrated ionization gauge located near the
inlet of the vacuum chamber’s diffusion pump. A 6 MHz
crystal oscillator �CTM� was used to monitor the normal
incidence deposition rate, which was typically
1.0–1.5 nm/s. After deposition, films were left in atmo-
spheric conditions for at least 24 h before being character-
ized to facilitate residual oxidation.37 Scanning electron mi-
croscopy �SEM� was used to examine film morphology and
make measurements of the helical pitch and film thickness.
Previous x-ray-diffraction measurements of TiO2 films de-
posited under similar conditions have shown that the films
are amorphous unless annealed.38 All of the samples under-
went optical characterization in a Class 100 clean room at
the University of Alberta’s Nanofabrication and Microma-
chining Facility, where the ambient humidity is maintained at
40% ±5% relative humidity �RH�. The porous nature of a
GLAD film does render the chiral filters sensitive to ambient
humidity conditions. Water can condense in the pores of a
GLAD film and alter the effective refractive index. However,
the optical measurements were carried out at a stable humid-
ity and any fluctuations are not expected to significantly have
an impact to the characteristics under consideration in these
experiments. In the future, GLAD films can be rendered in-
sensitive to humidity by attaching self-assembled hydropho-
bic organic molecules to the internal surfaces of the film.39

IV. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION

A variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer �J. A. Wool-
lam Company Inc., model V-VASE� was used to measure the
transmittance and Mueller matrix of each sample. The 4
�4 Mueller matrix operates on Stokes vectors to relate input
polarization states to output polarization states for a particu-

40
lar angle of incidence and wavelength. Mueller matrix el-
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ements can be used to evaluate circular Bragg phenomena,
including the selective remittance of circularly polarized
light and the optical rotation of linearly polarized light. For
instance, the transmittance of LCP light and RCP light is
calculated using Eqs. �3� and �4�, respectively, and optical
rotatory dispersion �ORD� is calculated using Eq. �5�.

T�LCP� = m11��� − m14��� , �3�

T�RCP� = m11��� + m14��� , �4�

ORD��,�� =
1

2
arctan

S2

S1
+

�

2
u�− S1�sgn�S2� − � , �5�

S1��,�� = m21��� + m22���cos 2� + m23���sin 2� , �6�

S2��,�� = m31��� + m32���cos 2� + m33���sin 2� , �7�

where mij is the Mueller matrix element of the ith row and
jth column, � is the azimuthal angle of the incident linear
polarization state, the unit step function u�x�=1 for x	0 and
u�x�=0 for x
0, and sgn�x�=1 for x	0 and sgn�x�=−1 for
x
0.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the optical properties of polygonal helices, a
circular TiO2 GLAD helix was first deposited under equiva-
lent conditions and characterized for comparison. The helix
consisted of 15 full turns with a pitch of 325 nm, as mea-
sured by SEM analysis. The optical rotatory dispersion ex-
pressed by the helix is shown in Fig. 3�a�, and the normal
incidence transmittance of LCP light and RCP light is shown
in Fig. 3�b�. The circular reflectance band is clearly shown
by the anomalous optical rotation and drop in transmittance
of RCP light at 626 nm. The maximum selective transmit-
tance is 74% as shown in the inset of Fig. 3�b�.

A set of polygonal helices, consisting of an 18-turn tri-
angle helix, a 7-turn square helix, a 10-turn pentagon helix,
and a 14-turn star helix, was deposited. Figure 4 is a SEM
micrograph of the triangle helix. Close inspection of the film
structure reveals the three distinct layers used to make up
each turn of the triangle helix.

A star helix is formed when the angular rotation between
each arm of the helix does not divide evenly into 360°. In
this case, each arm of the star helix was grown by rotating
the substrate through 105° �m=24/7 using Eq. �2��. This
creates a star-shaped pattern of biaxial plates which only
repeats itself after 24 arm segments �105° �24=14��. The
14 turns of the star helix refer to the number of net 360°
revolutions made by the � motor during film deposition. The
circular Bragg phenomena expressed by the star helix, as
well as the other polygonal helices, are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 demonstrates how the inverted reflection band
can be shifted to shorter wavelengths, relative to the primary
reflection band, by decreasing the angular rotation between
arms of a polygonal helix. For a square helix the primary and
inverted reflection bands overlap, leaving only a residual cir-
cular birefringence. When the angular rotation between arms

is less than 90° the inverted reflection band moves from the
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low-frequency side to the high-frequency side of the primary
reflection band �compare Fig. 5�a� to Fig. 5�d��. To confirm
Eq. �2�, the �o

inv values taken from the films graphed in Fig.
5 are normalized by the wavelength of the primary reflection
band and plotted versus the arm rotation angle � in Fig. 6.
The small deviations between the calculated values and ex-
perimental results are caused by the dispersion of the average
refractive index.

Stronger circular remittances can be achieved by adding
more turns to a helix, increasing local linear birefringence, or
by adding phase-matched antireflection coatings.41 Figure 7
shows the increase in the maximum selective transmittance
of circularly polarized light when additional turns are added
to a triangle helix. The solid line was generated using a
transfer-matrix simulation method,42 where the polygonal he-
lix is divided into parallel biaxial layers. The thickness of
each layer is equal to the thickness of each arm of the helix,
and the optical axis is rotated by 2� /m between subsequent
layers. In this way, a thin-film stack resembling a chiral filter
is created. For further details, the reader is encouraged to

FIG. 3. Circular Bragg phenomena in a regular 15-turn TiO2 helix: �a�
optical rotatory dispersion and �b� transmittance of LCP light �solid line�
and RCP light �dotted line�. The inset plots the selective transmittance of
circularly polarized light.
review the numerous publications on simulating thin-film
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helicoidal bianisotropic media.43,44 The helical pitch, hand-
edness, film thickness, average refractive index, and birefrin-
gence were chosen to match experimental films.

By examining the spectra in Fig. 5, we note that in each
case the primary reflection band is stronger than the inverted
reflection band, even when the inverted band appears at
higher frequencies where the local linear birefringence is in-
creased by dispersion. This may be due to the physical struc-
ture of a polygonal helix. Unlike in a CLC, the relative ar-
rangement of the form-birefringent ellipsoids in a given
plane of a polygonal helix is related to the ellipsoids in an-
other plane because they are constituents of distinct helical

columns. The fixed arrangement of ellipsoids allows a po-
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lygonal helix to be assigned a unique physical handedness,
which strengthens the primary reflection band because the
handedness of the physical microstructure and the optical
response are equal. This may also explain why the primary
reflection band of a square spiral is not completely negated
by the overlapping inverted reflection band. Simulations that
decompose a chiral GLAD film into a stack of biaxial plates
result in fairly straightforward and accurate models, how-
ever, they do not account for the microscopic ordering of the
form-birefringent ellipsoids. In the future, more sophisticated
numerical simulations may be needed to fully appreciate the
influence of a film’s microstructure on its optical properties.

FIG. 4. SEM images of a triangle helix taken in a cross
section.
AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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VI. DEFECT MODES IN POLYGONAL HELICES

The incorporation of a twist defect was used to create a
passband within the circular reflection bands of a triangle

FIG. 5. Selective transmittance of circularly polarized light and optical ro-
tation of linearly polarized light in right-handed polygonal helix thin films:
�a� 18-turn, 245-nm-pitch triangle helix; �b� 14-turn, 285-nm-pitch star he-
lix; �c� 7-turn, 240-nm-pitch square helix; and �d� 10-turn, 375-nm-pitch
pentagon helix.

FIG. 6. The wavelength of the inverted reflection band is dependent on the

angular rotation between arms of a polygonal helix.
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polygonal helix. The twist defect was created by abruptly
rotating the substrate 90° exactly halfway through the depo-
sition, placing the defect at the center of the helical thin-film
structure. A 90°-twist defect creates a � phase shift, placing
the spectral hole at the center of each circular reflection
band. The resultant selective transmittance spectrum is
shown in Fig. 8. The defect mode is clearly visible in both
the primary reflectance band at 529 nm and the inverted
band at 1010 nm.

An isotropic spacing layer, placed at the center of a he-
lical film, will also produce a spectral-hole filter. A spacing
layer whose optical thickness is equal to one-quarter wave-
length can generate the same � phase shift that is created by
a 90°-twist defect. The only difference is that the phase shift
created by a spacing layer is wavelength dependent whereas
the phase shift caused by a twist defect is not. To demon-
strate this effect, a three-section GLAD film was fabricated,

FIG. 7. The selective transmittance of circularly polarized light exhibited by
triangle helix is strengthened by adding more turns to the helix. A transfer-
matrix method simulation was used to generate the solid line, while the inset
shows experimental measurements of the inverted reflection bands taken
from a 4-turn, 11.3-turn, and 18-turn helix.

FIG. 8. The selective transmittance of circularly polarized light in a 14-turn
triangle helix containing a central 90°-twist defect. The defect mode is

present in both the primary and inverted reflection bands.
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consisting of a layer of vertical posts sandwiched between
two identical polygonal helices. The helical sections of the
film consist of a 7-turn triangle helix with a right-handed
structure and 275 nm pitch. The vertical posts were gener-
ated by rapid substrate rotation, creating a uniaxial structure
which is isotropic in the plane of the substrate. The spacing
layer thickness was grown to 150 nm, approximately equal
to one-half of the physical pitch of the helix, creating a 2�
phase shift at �o

Br, leaving the primary circular reflection
band unaffected. However, at �o

inv the spacing layer gener-
ates a � phase shift since �o

inv=2�o
Br for a triangle helix.

SEM images highlighting the physical structure and mor-
phology of the spacing layer are shown in Fig. 9, and the
selective transmittance spectrum is shown in Fig. 10. Only
the inverted reflection band contains the spectral hole, shown
at 1030 nm, while the primary reflection band is left intact.

Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to

measure shift in the spectral hole with changes to the angle
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of incidence �AOI�. The twist-defect triangle helix discussed
in reference to Fig. 8 was measured. The frequency shift of
the reflectance spectrum is shown in Fig. 11, and the change
in the center wavelength of the bandpass is plotted versus
cos2 � in the inset. The position of the defect state can be
finely tuned to shorter wavelengths by simply tilting the
filter.

VII. CONCLUSION

The optical characteristics of polygonal helices are
unique to chiral filters. We have shown how GLAD can be
used to create a polygonal helix, which is composed of dis-
crete biaxial layers that make abrupt rotations about the sub-
strate normal. While the helical thin-film structure can be
assigned a definite physical handedness, the optical proper-
ties exhibit a dual-handed response. At the Bragg wave-

FIG. 9. A side view of a 14-turn triangle helix, contain-
ing a central spacing-layer defect and a close-up view
of the defect, which is created by a 150-nm-thick layer
of uniaxial vertical posts.
length, a polygonal helix reflects circularly polarized light
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whose handedness is the same as that of the helical structure.
At a second wavelength, the same polygonal helix reflects
circularly polarized light of opposite handedness. The wave-
length dependence of this inverted reflection band was
shifted simply by changing the rotation angle between arms
of a polygonal helix during film fabrication. We also used a
twist defect and a spacing layer defect to introduce a band-
pass within the circular reflection bands of a triangle-type
polygonal helix. A twist-defect produces a constant phase
discontinuity, which places the spectral hole within both re-
flection bands of a polygonal helix. A spacing layer defect
creates a phase shift that is wavelength dependent, which can
be used to create a narrow bandpass that appears within one
circular reflectance band of a polygonal helix and not the
other. There are several advantages of using a polygonal he-
lix to produce chiral thin-film filters. Optical monitoring of
the deposition rate during thin-film fabrication is more accu-
rate than a crystal oscillator and easier to implement for a
polygonal helix film than a conventional helix. A polygonal

FIG. 10. The selective transmittance of circularly polarized light in a 14-
turn triangle helix containing a spacing layer defect. The defect mode only
appears in the inverted reflection band at 1030 nm because its optical thick-
ness is equal to one half-wave at the Bragg wavelength, leaving the primary
reflection band unaltered.

FIG. 11. The frequency of a spectral-hole can be shifted by simply tilting

the filter. From 0° AOI to 80° AOI, the narrow bandpass shifts 63 nm.
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helix also allows for greater structural anisotropies. In a
regular helix, the continuous substrate rotation during film
deposition inhibits the fanning of the columnar microstruc-
ture. Conversely, the lack of substrate motion during the
growth of each arm of a polygonal helix allows the tilted
columns to freely fan out in directions perpendicular to the
deposition plane. Future work will focus on further experi-
mental measurements of polygonal helices while attempting
to incorporate these chiral filters into functional devices.
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